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About the Book— A Playdate with Destiny

Raving Reviews:
“Amy Tang has a genius for
word play that will undoubtedly shake you out of resignation and complacency.”
Pam Fox, Co-Founder of the
AZHCC
“This book is beautifully written by a master teacher with
heart and with humor and is
completely relatable.”
Jackie Roliardi, Teacher and
Artist

Lights On®
www.lightsonbright.com
Lights On® is an online
educational portal of self
discovery. Through light and
lively webisodes,
downloadable homeplays and
discussion forums, journeyers
engage the heart and mind in
personal development.
Since launching on November
11, 2009, Lights On® has
attracted several thousand
fellow journeyers from over 50
countries worldwide. Globally,
people are finding more peace,
balance and success in their
lives due to Lights On®.

When Amy Tang answered
her miraculous call to
destiny and set out to
positively impact the lives
of countless individuals,
she was ill-prepared for
the obstacles that arose.
Financial woes, repetitive
“no’s”, and judgmental
blows threatened the belief in herself and her
faith in the higher good.
While simultaneously pursuing the publishing of
her first book Awakening
to the Light Within and
launching Lights On®,
Amy gleaned unconventional wisdom about putting dreams into action.
A Playdate with Destiny
paves the way for all revolutionary thought leaders,

creative innovators, and
everyday visionaries who
have a passionate desire
to make this world a better place. Through compelling personal stories,
along with tangible tools
and powerful practices,
pathways to success and
fulfillment are revealed.
As humanity dangles on
the precipice of “The Age
of Enlightenment” the
status quo is changing.
Most individuals are being
called to break through
limitations and pioneer
new pathways. However,
the advanced strategies
and sophisticated maneuvers required to do so
have been overlooked.
Now, using edgy humor
and tantalizing quips, A
Playdate with Destiny

encourages all inspired
dreamers to channel dangerous risks, subtle setbacks and disappointing
challenges into a fun-filled
sense of adventure.
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About the Author
For the past decade, Amy
has helped transform numerous lives through
spiritual coaching, lectures and workshops.
She is also the co-founder
of Lights On®.
Amy has been a Featured
Speaker at several large
venues including the
Brown Bag Lunch Series,

the Emerging Healers Conference and the Universal
Light Conference and has
had numerous television
and radio appearances,
including AM Arizona.
Prior to 2001, Amy was a
Project Manager for system implementations
worldwide. She graduated
from Cornell University.
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